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Terrestrial context
• Models predict that meteor showers should 

double metallic ion densities and major storms 
should increase densities by an order of 
magnitude

• BUT analyses of current observations have been 
inconclusive on whether meteor showers affect 
terrestrial meteoric layers

• Normal variations in densities are very large, 
which makes it difficult to observe increases and 
attribute them to specific causes



Rocket data one day after Perseid maximum, 1978. From Kopp (1997).



Mg+ data from 32 flights. No obvious difference between showers and normal.
From Grebowksy et al. (1998).



Metallic ions from 18 flights. Peak densities during showers seem larger than normal.
Results inconclusive due to large variations. From Grebowsky et al. (1998).



Mars – Datasets

• 5600 electron density profiles from Mars 
Global Surveyor (MGS), 71 (1.3%) with 
meteoric layers

• 465 profiles from Mars Express (MEX), 75 
(16.1%) with meteoric layers

• Difference in occurrence rate probably due 
mostly to differences in instrument 
sensitivity



MGS profile with meteoric layer

MEX profile with meteoric layer



Mars – Seasonal Variations

• Occurrence rate is not constant with time. 
It varies by one order of magnitude for 
MGS.
– Observations have varying solar zenith angle 

and latitude. It is perhaps possible that these 
variations affect the apparent seasonal 
trends. Simplest explanation for observations 
is seasonal dependence.

• 110 < Ls < 180, 13/2923 (0.4%)
• 190 < Ls < 230, 30/802 (3.7%)



Occurrence rate for MGS profiles as function of season (Ls) and Mars Year (MY).
Horizontal lines show data coverage. Occurrence rate varies with Ls, trends repeat
from year to year.



Occurrence rate for MEX profiles as function of season (Ls) and Mars Year (MY).
Horizontal lines show data coverage. 



Abundant meteoric layers

• Ten consecutive MEX profiles from 14-19 
December 2005 (Ls = 340-343) all contain 
the meteoric layer.

• [I want to show figures of all/some of these 
profiles, perhaps the same as Martin’s 
2006 DPS presentation.]



Competing seasonal hypotheses

• Seasonal variations in transport and loss 
processes
– Controlled by atmospheric properties, such as 

changes in winds and associated plasma transport
– Endogenic
– Dominant on Earth

• Seasonal variations in meteoroid input 
– Controlled by meteoroid properties, such as gradual 

variations in sporadic meteoroids or sharp variations 
in shower meteoroids

– Exogenic
– Not dominant on Earth



Problems with hypotheses

• Atmospheric hypothesis
– These processes, which are important on Earth, 

depend on strong magnetic field
– Venus has no internal magnetic field, although solar 

wind can impose one on the ionosphere
– Mars has patchy internal magnetic field, but very 

weak for all MGS profiles
• Meteor shower hypothesis 

– Not a major factor on Earth, so why should it be 
important on Venus and Mars?



Testing hypotheses

• Very few models of martian meteoric 
layers exist, none have studied variability

• We don’t know how the atmosphere varies 
with season
– Atmospheric hypothesis is untestable at 

present
• Find when Mars crosses cometary orbits, 

correlate with high occurrence rates
– Meteor shower hypothesis is testable



Note that the unique case of ten consecutive meteoric layers matches smallest ∆



Venus

• 118 profiles from Venus Express (VEX), but 
about half are nightside profiles

• 18 dayside profiles have meteoric layers (about 
30%, twice as common as for MEX)

• If occurrence rate varies with season at fixed 
solar zenith angle, etc., then cause must be 
external to Venus as Venus has no seasons. 
– Excellent test
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Future work

• More observations will be valuable, especially if 
they give range of Ls at fixed SZA.

• The lack of active numerical models of meteoric 
layers is a big problem.

• Need to move beyond orbit-orbit distance as 
sole predictor of meteor showers.

• Stronger connections between extra-terrestrial 
and terrestrial meteoric layer communities will 
be beneficial to both.



Conclusions
• Occurrence rate of martian meteoric layers is not 

constant. Probably a seasonal variation, although it is 
difficult to completely exclude aliasing from solar zenith 
angle and latitude.

• Endogenic hypothesis is untestable at present and it is 
hard to see how important terrestrial mechanisms work 
in the unmagnetized ionosphere of Mars. Narrowness of 
high occurrence rate intervals argues against 
atmospheric control.

• There are many Mars-crossing comets that could 
produce meteor showers, but no convincing explanation 
for why shower meteoroids are more important than 
sporadics.

• Venus studies are less mature, but promising.


